We investigate the new physics that arises when a correlated quantum impurity hybridizes with Fermi gas with a generalized Rashba spin-orbit coupling produced via a uniform synthetic nonAbelian gauge field. We show that the impurity develops a fractional local moment which couples anti-ferromagnetically to the Rashba-Fermi gas. This results in a concomitant Kondo effect with a high temperature scale that can be tuned by the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling.
with cold atoms can not only help address key open problems across physics disciplines, but also explore phenomena in regimes and conditions not accessible in conventional systems. Experimental progress in cold atoms over the last decade has provided insights into several "classic" systems such as the Bose-Hubbard model [6, 7] and the BCS-BEC crossover of fermions [8, 9] . The scope of cold atoms has been significantly enhanced by the recent realizations of systems with synthetic gauge fields [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] (see [15] for a review), and has even lead to realization of systems [16] [17] [18] with nontrivial topology. Together with the ability to engineer systems on a lattice scale [19] [20] [21] , these developments usher in unprecedented possibilities.
Quantum impurity problems which provided many key concepts and ideas influencing all of physics [22] [23] [24] [25] has seen a recent resurgence e.g., from probing systems near a quantum critical point [26, 27] , and even in numerical solution techniques [28] [29] [30] . This immutable importance of impurity problems has motivated several works [31] [32] [33] [34] on using cold atom systems to study these. In this context, the new developments with synthetic gauge fields discussed above provide a new direction apropos physics of quantum impurities in these systems.
A uniform non-Abelian (SU (2)) gauge field produces a generalized Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) on the motion of spin-1/2 particles. There are several proposals (and lab realizations) [15] for obtaining RSOC that produces spin-momentum-locking in one [12, 13, 35] , two [36] [37] [38] and even three [39] spatial dimensions. The physics of quantum impurities in Fermi systems with RSOC has open questions: Are there new features when a quantum impurity hybridizes with a gas of RSOC fermions? Is there a Kondo effect, and if so does it possess any unique features? As will become evident in this paper, the answer to these questions is in the affirmative, and indeed there is new physics not yet uncovered in earlier work [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Here we study a correlated quantum impurity (interaction scale U ) which hybridizes (hybridization scale V ) with a RSOC (strength λ) Fermi gas with an interparticle separation k
When λ/k F 1, we find that the impurity develops a fractional local moment (fraction is 2/3 for the 3D RSOC) for U larger than a critical value. The moment couples antiferromagnetically with the Fermi gas, and forms a Kondo like ground state. Quite remarkably, the resulting Kondo temperature T K is large -a significant fraction of the Fermi energy -and indeed can be increased with increasing RSOC (T K ∼ λ 4/3 ). We establish these results using a variety of methods from mean-field theory, variational ground state, and quantum Monte Carlo numerics. Our analysis also demonstrates the physics behind the formation of the fractional local moment and provides a recipe to control its value. We discuss the experimental realization of these results in a cold atoms system, and also touch upon their relevance in strongly spin-orbit coupled condensed matter systems such as oxide interfaces.
Formulation: Consider a gas of two component ("spin- 2 (Here and henceforth and fermion mass are set to unity.). In the presence of RSOC induced by a non-Abelian gauge field, the spin of the fermions is locked to their momentum k resulting in "helicity" α = ±1 states. In terms of fermion operators c † kα , the Hamiltonian is
− α|k λ | is the "kinetic energy" (for calculational convenience, energy is shifted by λ 2 /2 (see Supplementary Information)), k λ = λ x k x e x + λ y k y e y + λ z k z e z . RSOC here, is described by λ = (λ x , λ y , λ z ) = λλ. The α = +1 state has spin polarized along k λ , while α = −1 state has the spin opposite to k λ , with c †
Treating the Rashba-Fermi gas as a "conduction bath", we introduce an impurity state which we call the d-state following the usual terminology, which hybridizes with the gas. The impurity Hamiltonian is
, wherẽ ε d is the "bare" impurity energy (see below), and U is the crucial local repulsion between two fermions at the impurity site. A second crucial aspect is the local hybridization of the conduction fermions with the impurity state located at the origin of the 3D box of volume Ω given by an Anderson impurity problem [47] . We focus on the case with 3D spin orbit coupling with λ x = λ y = λ z = λ, the results of which are also applicable to other cases. Such an impurity system can be realized in an experiment by a combination of approaches described in refs. [39] for the 3D RSOC, and [31] for the impurity.
The bath Fermi gas itself (without the impurity) undergoes changes due to the RSOC. For a given density n 0 , increasing λ causes a change in the topology of the Fermi surface [48] . Indeed for the 3D RSOC, this occurs at
and for λ > λ c , the Fermi sea is a spherical annulus solely of + helicity fermions. For λ λ c , the
and as
9 λc λ 4 for λ λ c . We next discuss the physics of a correlated impurity that hybridizes with this bath using various methods. Ground State (Mean Field Theory): The simplest approach that could reveal possible interesting physics arising from the impurity is the Hartree-Fock (HF) method [47] . A broken (rotation) symmetry ground state is assumed, such that M = n d↑ − n d↓ is non-zero and self consistently determined. This calculation (and all others that we present below) requires an important technical input. Unlike the usual condensed matter problems where the bath has a well defined bandwidth, the 3D continuum fermions considered here do not. This leads to ultraviolet divergences (owing to the fermions at large mo- , where Λ is an ultraviolet cutoff. This procedure provides a route to make all interesting observables to be independent of cutoff Λ, not only for the HF approach but also for the others discussed below. Fig. 1(a) shows "magnetization" M of the impurity in the U -λ plane, showing three distinct regimes. For any λ, M vanishes when U < U c (U c (λ) is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1(a) ). For U > U c , M ≈ 1 when λ/k F 1 consistent with known results [47] . Most interestingly, for λ/k F 1 and U > U c we find that M ≈ 2/3 motivating the more detailed investigations below. Ground State (Variational): To obviate any artifacts due to the artificially broken symmetry of the HF calculation, we now construct a variational ground state (see e. g., [49] ) with a "rigid" Fermi sea of bath fermions and two added particles whose spin-states are completely unbiased (see Supplementary Information for details). For the 3D RSOC, we find that the ground state for all λ and U is rotationally invariant with a zero total (spin+orbital) angular momentum (J = 0, singlet). The size of the impurity local moment, characterized by S 2 z ≡ (n d↑ − n d↓ ) 2 , depends on λ and U as seen from Fig. 1(b) , showing four distinct ground states. (i) For λ k F and U < U c (U c depends on λ, and is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 1(b) ), S 2 z vanishes and the impurity is doubly occupied. (ii) For λ k F and U > U c ,
z attains a value of unity corresponding to the Kondo ground state where the impurity has a well formed local moment that locks into a singlet with the bath fermions. Interestingly, in this regime of λ, U c falls with increasing λ, i.e., small λ aids the formation of the Kondo state(see also, [41] ). The other two states occur for λ k F , where U c increases with increasing λ. (iii) For U > U c , we find a strongly correlated state (vanishing double occupancy) with a fractional local moment characterized by S 2 z = 2/3 ! (iv) For U < U c with λ k F , there is a intriguing new state with impurity occupancy of 4/3, moment 4/9, and a double occupancy n d↑ n d↓ = 4/9. The crossovers between these states with increasing λ are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1(c) which shows various quantities evolving with λ for U = 0.4E F . Starting from a doubly occupied impurity, there is a crossover to the usual Kondo ground state with a singly occupied impurity with a unit local moment. There is a second crossover to the new kind of singlet state with a fractional local moment of 2/3 (no double occupancy) in the regime λ ∼ k F . Finally, at a larger value of λ there is a crossover to the other novel partially correlated singlet state of the type (iv) noted above. For large U (> U c (λ = 0), see Fig. 1(d) ) the state starts off as a Kondo state at λ = 0, crossing over to the two new states with a larger regime of a correlated fractional local moment state. Indeed, the HF results of the previous paragraph are consistent with those of the variational calculations(VC). The first excited state of the VC is a triplet state (J = 1), the energy of this excited state compared with that of the singlet ground state gives an estimate of the Kondo scale T K which is discussed in greater detail below.
Finite Temperature (Quantum Monte Carlo): Several natural questions arise including how the fractional local moment reveals itself at finite temperatures. We address this using the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method of Hirsch and Fye [50] (see Supplementary Information for details). Fig. 2(a)-(c) shows the temperature dependent results (including the impurity magnetic susceptibility χ) obtained from QMC for a λ and U that possesses a fractional local moment in the ground state. Three temperature regimes are clearly seen. At high temperature T U , we have the "free orbital regime" [24, 25] Fig. 2(b) ), followed by a regime where T χ(T ) ≈ 2 3 at lower temperatures. At even lower temperatures (temperature scale T K ) there is a crossover to the Kondo state. The interesting aspects of these results is that the impurity local moment S 2 z attains a value of 2/3 in the same temperature regime where T χ(T ) ∼ 2 3 and remains so at low temperatures, even below the Kondo temperature T K . This clearly indicates formation of a fractional local moment of 2/3 at the impurity, and screening of the same by the bath fermions at lower temperatures. QMC also allows us to extract the Kondo temperature T K as shown in Fig. 2(c) , and its dependence on λ is shown in Fig. 2(d) . The remarkable aspect is the large Kondo temperature scale that is a significant fraction of E F , which interestingly increases with increasing 
λ in the fractional local moment regime. Reassuringly, the energy scale obtained from the variational calculation also agrees with the QMC result (up to a factor of Fig. 2 
(d).
Discussion: We now demonstrate that hybridization of the impurity with the Rashba-Fermi gas is behind the fractional local moment and the high T K . In the absence of RSOC (λ = 0), the sole one-particle effect of hybridization on the impurity is to broaden its spectral function A d (ω) from a Dirac delta at ε d to a Lorentzian of width ∆ ∼ V 2 ρ(µ) where ρ(ω) (∼ √ ω for λ = 0) is the density of states of the bath. Matters take a different turn when λ = 0 due to the infrared divergence of the density of states of the bath (ρ(ω) ∼ 
kα , depends on λ in a most interesting way. For a given ε d and V , Z is vanishingly small for λ smaller than a critical value (see Fig. 3(b) ). For larger λ, Z attains a constant value (of 2 3 for the 3D RSOC) independent of λ. The energy of the bound state ε b also has interesting characteristics as shown in Fig. 3(c) . For small λ, the binding energy is small and and becomes independent of ε d .
The one particle physics just discussed provides crucial clues to understanding of the physics as U at the impurity site is increased. As is evident, the natural basis to understand the physics are the b-bound state and the ascattering states. For small λ, the bound state has very little d-character and the physics is quite similar to the system without RSOC. The fall in U c seen in Fig. 1(a,b) owes to the falling chemical potential of the gas for our choice of ε d = µ(λ)/2. At larger λ, the bound state b is deep. Since the b state has only a fraction √ Z of d state, even a large U on the d state does not entirely forbid double occupancy of the b state. Physically, the part of the b state with d character will "feel" a correlation energy Z 2 U , while the other part is uncorrelated. At large U , the "d-part" of b will thus be singly occupied forming a fractional local moment. This argument provides an expression for the critical U c required to form a fractional local moment, as U c ∼ 1 Z |ε b | and indeed matches (upto a multiplicative factor of ≈ 2) the result at large λ shown in Fig. 1(a,b) . In fact, these observations also explain the regime of U < U c at large λ. Here the b state is doubly occupied, and this corresponds to a d occupancy of 2Z, and n d↑ n d↓ = Z 2 and S 2 z = 2Z(1 − Z) all in agreement with results of Fig. 1 . Turning again to U > U c , the origin of the high T K of the Kondo state formed by the fractional local moment can be understood from the variational calculation. As noted, the first excited state in VC is a triplet state made of a singly occupied b state and a scattering state at the chemical potential, this is clearly a scale ε b above ground state with a fractional local moment and partial double occupancy of the b-state. Thus in the large U limit we expect the Kondo scale T K to be proportional to ε b as indeed found by explicit calculation (see Fig. 3(d) ). Indeed, this provides a route to obtain large Kondo temperatures as T K ∼ λ 4/3 . Also note that the physics of the fractional local moment formation in this system is very different from that noted in ref. [51] which occurs in a sd-system that has a ferromagnetic coupling to the bath.
A final puzzle: Why is Z numerically equal to 2 3 ? What controls this -how can it be tuned? We show that Z is entirely determined by the exponent that characterizes the infrared divergence of the density of states. Indeed, for a system with ρ(ω) = 1
We have performed QMC calculations with the impurity hybridizing to a bath with the given density of states, and indeed find the anticipated fractional local moments (see Fig. 4(a) ). We further see ( fig. 4(b) ) that there are two distinct intermediate temperature regimes, T K T |ε b | which is the "fractional local moment regime" with T χ ≈ Z(r), and the asymmetric local moment regime between |ε b | T U where T χ ≈ 2 3 . Interestingly, for the 3D RSOC the susceptibility alone cannot discern these two.
Experimental signatures of the fractional local moment formation in a cold atom experiment can be probed using radio-frequency(rf) spectroscopy [1] . The experiment will need a finite concentration of well separated quantum impurities, and the rf spectrum would show a well separated peak proportional to the concentration and the weight Z. In the condensed matter context, our results could also be useful in understanding experiments on low dimensional electron gases at oxide interfaces and surfaces [52, 53] . Acknowledgements: The authors thank Diptiman Sen for discussions and suggestions. VBS thanks Michael Coey for a discussion on oxide interfaces. AA acknowledges financial support from CSIR via SRF grant. VBS thanks DST and DAE for generous funding. 
(S1.1)
Here, f α σ (k) = kα|kσ and |kα and |kσ are the eigenkets of the Rashba spin-orbit coupled(RSOC) and the non-RSOC Fermi gas respectively. Explicitly kσ =↑ |kα = 1 = cos(
iφ , where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles made by k in spherical polar coordinates. In presence of RSOC (of strength λ) the two helicity bands(α = ±1) have the following dispersion (adding a constant energy shift of λ 2 /2),
V is the strength of the hybridization of the impurity state d with the conduction bath fermions c kα and Ω is the volume.ε d is the impurity onsite energy and U is the repulsive Hubbard interaction strength at the impurity site between two fermions. The "bath" density of states, i.e. of the RSOC fermions is
2 ), the chemical potential µ depends on λ as [48] ,
S2: Ultraviolet Regularization and Impurity Spectral Function
The non-interacting impurity Green's function (U = 0) is given by,
The third term in the denominator of the above expression has an ultraviolet divergence. We describe the procedure of regularization mentioned in the main text.ε d is treated as a bare parameter and replaced by the corresponding physical parameter ε d using,
The regularized Green's function is,
where, 
S3: Hartree-Fock Method
Under the Hartree-Fock method(HF), the interaction term (see eqn. (S1.1)) is treated as, U n d↑ n d↓ → U ( n d↑ n d↓ + n d↑ n d↓ − n d↑ n d↓ ).
(S3.1)
The occupancy of d state for both spin labels can now be self consistently found by solving,
This then allows us to find impurity moment M = n d↑ − n d↓ as a function of U and λ, as is shown in the main text.
S4: Variational Calculation
To build the variational calculation(VC), we first look at the resolution of identity in the non-RSOC basis, 
